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Abstract

The present state of the active use of elevated temperatures in liquid chromatography is reviewed, including the effects on
retention, selectivity and efficiency. Separations in aqueous mobile phases as well as non-aqueous media are discussed, with
particular emphasis on narrow-bore columns.
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1 . Introduction aromatic solvents to be kept in solution. Also, in the
early years of HPLC, ion-exchange chromatography

Liquid chromatography (LC) at elevated tempera- was fairly often performed at elevated temperatures
tures has traditionally not been widely used, with the in order to increase the exchange rate and improve
exception of size exclusion chromatography of poly- the column efficiency. With the development of more
mers of low solubility, such as polyolefins, often efficient packing materials, the use of higher tem-
requiring temperatures of 140–1508C in halogenated peratures decreased. In addition, the interest for

using higher temperatures in aqueous media has been
moderate due to fear of decomposition of analytes*Corresponding author. Tel.:147-22-855-027; fax:147-22-
and stationary phases, and due to negative statements844-077.
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Zhu et al. reported that half of all HPLC systems
were without means for column thermostatting [1].

Recently a more general acceptance of the impor-
tance of temperature as a variable in LC has taken
place. This is based on the well-known decrease in
viscosity of the mobile phase [2] and the increase in
analyte diffusivity [3] at higher temperatures. The
consequence of reduced viscosity is lowered back-
pressure over the column, allowing higher speed or
longer columns with higher plate numbers. The
consequence of increased diffusivity is increased
mass transfer, usually resulting in improved column
efficiency [4].

Fig. 1. Van’t Hoff plot of the retention–temperature relationship
Furthermore, recently much more stable stationary of three retinoids, demonstrating reduced retention with increased

phases have been commercialized, and finally, the temperature and no difference in selectivity within the temperature
trend towards narrow bore columns has enabled interval 25–708C. From Ref. [33], with permission.

chromatographers to use temperature in LC with
improved results and fewer problems.

This review will cover the development in the last If 1 /T is plotted against lnk, in a van’t Hoff plot,
decade, also including some references to basic the enthalpy is given by the slope of the curve (Fig.
papers prior to that time. 1). Typical enthalpy interactions in reversed-phase

21In the literature, ‘‘high-temperature’’ is not an systems are about210 to 215 kJ mol for small
exactly defined term. Definitions as different as molecules, while larger molecules usually have
‘‘higher than room temperature’’, ‘‘higher than the larger (negative) enthalpies. Since a solute with a
boiling point of the mobile phase solvents’’ and largeDH will be more affected by a temperature
‘‘higher than 1008C’’ can be found. All papers change than a solute with a smallDH, changes in
which are seen as valid for anticipating the influence selectivity may take place at higher temperatures.
of temperatures well above room temperature have As a function of variations of the temperature,
been included in the review. However, size exclusion changes in retention can be caused either by changes
at high temperature, which is a special topic for in enthalpy or in entropy. Enthalpy changes which
polymer chemists, is mentioned but not discussed. are not linear within a temperature range, can appear
Temperature effects on separation of chiral com- as a result of not linearly increasing adsorption
pounds are not included, since this is more enthalpy with increasingM , different desorptionw

concerned with low than with high temperatures. kinetics of different functional groups [5], dual
retention mechanisms or temperature-related changes
of the mobile phase [6].

2 . Influence of temperature on retention Several studies have been performed in order to
compare directly the effect of a change in the solvent

The contribution of temperature to the retention is composition with a change in temperature. For a
mainly given by the enthalpy term of the van’t Hoff series of compounds, Bowermaster and McNair [7]
equation for the retention factor, found that 1% increase in methanol concentration

had approximately the same effect as a temperature
ln k 5 2DH /RT 1DS /R1 ln b

increase of 48C.
´whereDH is the enthalpy change associated with the Chen and Horvath [5] found a similar effect with

transfer of the solute between phases,DS is the alkylbenzenes in acetonitrile–water. These results on
corresponding entropy change,R is the molar gas neutral analytes were later confirmed in another
constant,T is the absolute temperature andb is the study with reversed-phase systems, showing similar
phase ratio of the column. proportions [8].
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Increasing temperatures also reduce the viscosity
of the mobile phase, which reduces the column
backpressure. Since the enthalpy is a function of the
internal energyDE, the partial molar volumeDVm

and the pressurep, ln k can be given as:

ln k 5 2DE /RT 2 pDV /RT 1DS /R1 ln bm

Since DV is independent of temperature, it ism

possible to predict the effect of the temperature on
the pressure dependence of lnk. The effect of
pressure on retention has usually been neglected in
LC, because the effects are small with small mole-
cules. Recently the pressure effects on some proteins
were studied at temperatures between 25 and 508C
[9]. The retention was increased by up to 300% by Fig. 2. Retention–temperature dependence of four insulin pro-
increasing the pressure from 47 to 147 bar. The teins, demonstrating increased retention with increasing tempera-
effect of a pressure increase of 100 bar on the changeture. From Ref. [9], with permission.

in partial molar volume, on the other hand, was only
|2%.

Many proteins and polypeptides show a different by slow kinetics. Fig. 3 demonstrates the ability of
retention behaviour compared to smaller molecules increased temperature in improving such a peak
and to many other macromolecules. Due to changes shape. It is not known whether the improved peak
in the 3-dimensional structures and displacement of shape actually is caused by temperature-affected
solvent molecules at the protein surface at higher changes in pH or pK , improved kinetics or as morea

temperature, bothDH andDS may increase, resulting likely a combination of such effects.
in increased retention with increasing temperature
[9]. This increase was shown to be non-linear for
insulins and possibly with a maximum at higher 3 . Influence of temperature on selectivity in
temperature (Fig. 2). reversed-phase systems

Since the effect of solvent strength usually is
stronger than the effect of temperature on solute If the enthalpy difference of two solutes at differ-
retention, direct comparisons between solvent gra- ent temperatures is related to a single retention
dients and temperature programs are usually not of mechanism (such as hydrophobic interactions in a
major interest. The effects of solvent strength and homologous series), decreased selectivity is usually
temperature are often complementary [10]. Particu- expected as a result of increasing temperature.
larly for larger molecules, such as peptides and Studies using small solutes in reversed-phase sys-
proteins, simultaneous optimization of temperature tems, with mostly simple hydrophobic interaction
and gradient steepness has been considered a power- mechanisms, have demonstrated that elevated tem-
ful and convenient means of controlling band spac- peratures often lead to lower selectivity [6]. Using
ing and retention [10,11]. In general, entropy-domi- the solvation parameter model, the effect of tempera-
nated separations are expected to benefit more from ture on selectivity was determined to be largest with
variations in temperature than from variations in compounds differing by size and by hydrogen-bond
solvent strength. basicity [6]. In general the temperature effects were

Asymmetric peak shapes of compounds with basic found to be significantly smaller than compositional
groups are occasionally seen with silica-based col- changes in the mobile phase [6]. In another com-
umns. This is usually caused by secondary interac- parison between gradient elution and temperature
tions with residual silanol groups and sometimes also programming of alkylbenzenes, similar retention
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Fig. 3. Improvement of peak shape, analysis time and overall resolution by increasing the temperature from 108C (A) to 908C (B), in
acetonitrile–water, pH 2 (70:30, v /v) on 3mm Hypersil ODS. The elution order of ibuprofen and Leu–Phe was reversed. From Ref. [8],
with permission.

trajectories were found with elution from 70 to 85% ture for predicting separation of analytes by com-
acetonitrile (with 6% increment per min) as with puter simulation. Although they defined high tem-
temperature increases of 308C/min from 30 to peratures as above 358C and never went beyond
1208C [5]. 708C, their results are probably valid at higher

In a series of papers, Zhu et al. [1,12–14] studied temperatures too. Quantitative data on the effects of
the combined use of solvent gradients and tempera- temperature versus solvent strength are not easily
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extracted from the papers, but particularly on ioniz-
able compounds there is little correlation between the
two effects. Hydrophobic compounds with little
substitution by polar functional groups gave the
smallest selectivity effects on combined solvent and
temperature variations [1]. Consequently, a com-
bined variation of temperature and solvent strength
was recommended as an effective first step in
method development.

Solutes with basic groups experience strong ef-
fects of temperature on retention as well on peak
shape, as seen in Fig. 3. In a recent study [8], both
pH and mobile phase composition affected the
selectivity differently at different temperatures, par-
ticularly of basic compounds. With the secondary
amine propranolol, a 28C change in the column

Fig. 4. Separation of PEG 1000 using a reverse temperature
temperature had the same effect as 1% change in thegradient from 80 to 258C on a 0.32 mm I.D.330 cm fused-silica
acetonitrile concentration [8]. A multivariate ex- column packed with 3mm Hypersil ODS. Detector, ELSD. From

Ref. [16], with permission.perimental designed study demonstrated that varia-
tions of temperature within the 10–908C range were
of approximately the same magnitude as pH varia-
tions within the pH 2–7 range, for the basic com- The selectivity of amine compounds was increased
pounds amitriptyline, amphetamine and propranolol, with all buffers at elevated temperatures, with a few
with reversed-phase columns [8]. This means that, exceptions [17]. In general, ionizable compounds can
even if the temperature effects of basic compounds be expected to experience improved selectivity at
are a function of pH and difficult to predict [15], the elevated temperatures at high mobile phase pH [17].
resolution of neutral and basic compounds can be This is in agreement with the experimental results
changed by manipulating solvent strength and tem- [14] and is independent of the type of reversed-phase
perature. A dipeptide had a reverse temperature column.
effect at low pH in acetonitrile-based mobile phase, For compounds with two ionizable groups, such as
but not with methanol [8]. Reversed temperature amino acids, the situation is more complex. With
effects (increased retention at elevated temperatures) highly retained amino acids, more basic buffers are
are thought to be caused either by secondary interac- preferred at high temperatures. With less retained
tions [15], reduced ionisation [15] or by reduced amino acids, more acidic buffers are preferred [17].
solubility in the mobile phase at higher temperatures. Solutes that experience two independent retention
An example of a relatively rare reverse temperature processes usually benefit from elevated temperatures
program is shown in Fig. 4. The background for this as well. Examples are secondary retention effects of
chromatogram is the solubility of polyethylene gly- amines on silica-based columns and Lewis acid–base
cols which decreases with increasing temperature interactions of phenols and acids on zirconia-based
[16]. columns [17].

In a theoretical analysis, Li [17] made a thorough Ion-pair chromatography of carboxylic acids is a
thermodynamic analysis of the effect of temperature special case. With low binding strength of the ion-
on selectivity for several complicated retention pro- pair complex and low retention enthalpy of the
cesses in reversed-phase LC. The selectivity of complex, the selectivity is expected to increase at
carboxylic acids was decreased at elevated tempera- elevated temperature. With high binding strength and
tures with buffers with pK lower than the solute pK high retention enthalpy, the selectivity is expected toa a

and increased with buffers of higher pK than the decrease [17].a

solute pK . In a recent review article, Dolan [18] concludeda
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that temperature is now recognized as an important one accepts working with 5–10mm I.D. columns at
variable in controlling selectivity in RP-HPLC. Even extremely high pressures.
if the main effect of increased temperature is de-
creased retention, peak reversals within relatively

3 .2. Influence of temperature on column efficiency;narrow temperature windows of polar and ionic
packed columnscompounds allow improved resolution of a variety of

samples caused by changes in selectivity.
The reduced plate height (h 5H /d ) for packedpIf the selectivity is reduced at high temperature,

columns can be given by the Knox equation,this does not necessarily lead to lower resolution.
1 / 3Improvements of the peak shapes of broad or h 5 An 1B /n 1Cn

asymmetric peaks by elevated temperatures may
sometimes be more important than changes in the where the reduced velocity,n 5md /D .p m

selectivity (see Fig. 3). Another example is the The effect of temperature on theA term is
separation of 50 oligomers of a water-soluble co- uncertain, but it is expected that elevated tempera-
polymer of M 30 000 on a column with 2mm tures will improve the laminar flow and lateralw

nonporous particles [19]. The oligomers which were mixing of analyte molecules from different flow
resolved at 1008C with an acetonitrile solvent gra- channels, due to the increased diffusivity, although
dient, had no resolution at room temperature (Fig. 5). the improvements may not be significant [28]. TheB

term, the longitudinal diffusion, increases with in-
3 .1. Influence of temperature on column efficiency; creasing temperatures, and becomes significant at
OTLC low linear flow-rates. TheC term, which consists of

mass transport between phases and diffusion inside
Open tubular (OT) columns have large advantages the stationary phase, plus adsorption/desorption

in gas chromatography and partially in supercritical kinetics, will be reduced by increasing temperatures.
fluid chromatography, but in general not in HPLC. TheA, B and C coefficients can also be dependent
This has been shown to be based on the much higher onk. The coefficientA, which is a measure of how
compressibility of a gas compared to a liquid [20], well the column is packed, is normally little affected
but is also related to the differences in diffusivity and [29]. CoefficientB reflects the geometry of the eluent
viscosity. The viscosity of a liquid is decreased and in the column, and coefficientC reflects the ef-
the diffusivity is increased by elevated temperatures, ficiency of mass transfer between the mobile phase
resulting in improved mass transfer and increased and the stationary phase. BothB andC can increase
column efficiency [21]. At very high temperatures, with increasingk [28,30,31].
around 2008C, the strongly reduced viscosity al- Increasing the temperature from 25 to 658C on a
lowed long 50mm I.D. open tubular columns [22– zirconia-based packing improved the efficiency by
25] with up to one million theoretical plates (Fig. 6). 30% [32], while an increase from 25 to 708C on a
With methylpolysiloxanes as stationary phases they silica-based packing improved the efficiency by 48%
concluded that temperatures above 1508C resulted in [33]. Increasing the temperature from 24 to 808C
too much degradation of the stationary phase with resulted in a 2.6-fold faster optimum linear velocity,
aqueous solvents [22]. Because of the low flow-rates, and the reduced backpressure allowed twice as many
OTLC has been considered beneficial for coupling theoretical plates, by using smaller particles or
towards mass spectrometers [26]. Both linear and longer columns [21].
step temperature gradients have been compared in Thus, in general, elevated temperatures are benefi-
reversed-phase and normal-phase modes [27]. cial for the column efficiency. There are almost no

At lower temperatures, the reduced diffusivity exceptions to this statement, such as when the
requires smaller internal diameters in order to reduced retention allows extracolumn dead volumes
achieve the same plate height, resulting in increased to become more prominent [34], or when higher
backpressures due to the increased viscosity. This is longitudinal diffusion combined with low linear flow
a practical hindrance to open tubular HPLC, unless increases theB term too much.
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Fig. 5. Improved resolution of a water-soluble polymer of averageM 30 000 by increasing temperature from 258C (A), to 508C (B), tow

80 8C (C) and to 1008C (D). From Ref. [19], with permission.

4 . Temperature programs and isothermal tography, as stated by Bowermaster and McNair
separations almost 20 years ago [7]. Due to the lower thermal

mass and increased thermal response, columns with
Few LC-instruments are currently equipped with a small internal diameters are preferable both for

programmable oven [35], but with microbore col- changing the temperature in steps and for tempera-
umns or packed capillary columns temperature ture gradients. Thus, the current trend towards
changes can be performed almost as in gas chroma- narrow-bore columns is strengthened by the tempera-
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Fig. 6. Open tubular LC at 2008C on a 20 m351 mm I.D. SB-Methyl-100 column. Mobile phase, acetonitrile–water (50:50). Flow-rate,
0.65ml /min. One million theoretical plates were measured on peak 2 (benzene). From Ref. [22], with permission.

ture argument as well. As a result of the growing incoming solvent and the column, and secondly the
interest in the active use of temperature in LC, some diameter of the column. With narrow-bore columns
instrument manufacturers now offer programmable the thermal mismatch effects are reduced signifi-
LC-ovens. In chromatography programs such as cantly [7,38] and can even be neglected [40] due to
DryLab, temperature optimisation is included in the the fast heat transfer, solving the entire problem.
computer simulation software, reducing the number With conventional HPLC-equipment, Thompson and
of steps required for experimental testing. Carr [41] recommended to use 2 mm I.D. columns,

Although the first attempts at temperature pro- as a compromise between the reduced radial re-
gramming in LC are not recent, the lack of suitable tention differences and the dead volumes of such
equipment and of temperature-stable columns has instruments.
slowed down progress. The attempts to use standard Another option with narrow-bore columns is sam-
size (4.6 mm I.D.) LC-columns for temperature ple focusing (reconcentration), which can be obtained
programs have added to this, creating radial tempera- with low temperature at the column inlet [42–45].
ture gradients in the column unless the solvent is Fig. 7 demonstrates the use of a novel column oven
preheated in the same oven. If the incoming solvent concept with an incorporated cold spot allowing
is cooler than the column wall, the fluid at the sample volumes to be increased by a factor of 10 000
column center will be cooler than the fluid at the by temperature-promoted solute enrichment on a
walls, resulting in peak broadening [36–38]. Thus, packed capillary column. The cold inlet zone con-
preheating the solvent has been recommended sisted of a 1.5 cm aluminium block mounted upon a
strongly [37–39]. With standard size columns, Wol- Peltier element, while the hot temperature-program-
cott et al. [39] suggested that the temperature differ- mable zone consisted of a 0.5 mm I.D. ceramic tube
ence between the mobile phase entering the column surrounded by coiled metal resistance wire connected
and the column should be less than 78C in order to to a PC-controlled power supply. The oven was
avoid band broadening. However, whether the peak designed to allow horizontal sliding of the capillary
broadening is a problem or not depends on two column inside the column oven housing, enabling
things; firstly, the temperature difference between the rapid transportation of the column inlet between the
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A rapid increase to the elution temperature re-
quires a low thermal mass. Consequently, the only
sensible thing to do with temperature programming
is to use narrow-bore columns. The repeatability
(RSD) of retention with temperature programs has
been determined to 0.3–1.1% for 10–908C [47] and
2% for 40–1108C programs [7]. Isothermal sepa-
rations will benefit from the use of narrow-bore
columns too, due to the much smaller equilibrium
times at temperature changes.

Temperature programs (gradients) have demon-
strated particular advantages in separation of
homologs [48], as well as of relatively large com-
pounds (Fig. 8). Also see the first review article on
temperature control in LC [49].

Temperature programs (gradients) may have an
Fig. 7. Comparison of peak profiles when injecting 50 ng Irganox advantage compared to solvent gradients with some
1076 in acetonitrile in 0.05ml and in 500ml volume on a 0.32

detectors. With mass spectrometers, the mass-to-mm I.D. column. The run (in acetonitrile) was started after
charge ratio and the abundance of fragment ions arecompleted injection when the capillary column was transferred
expected to remain more constant with temperaturefrom the cold zone to the hot zone. The temperatures were 08C in

the cold zone and 908C in the hot zone. From Ref. [46], with programs [50]. However, one should be aware that
permission. there is a risk of increased column bleeding at high

temperatures, increasing the background noise.
two temperature zones. This design eliminates the NMR-detection is also expected to benefit from
time-consuming process of recooling the oven after a replacing solvent gradients with temperature pro-
temperature gradient [46]. grams, since the chemical shifts will be less affected.

Fig. 8. Separation of polymer additives by isothermal elution at 508C (A) and by a temperature program from 100 to 1508C (B). Column, 3
mm Hypersil ODS, 100 A, 0.32 mm I.D.369 cm. Mobile phase, DMF–acetonitrile (10:90, v /v), 5ml /min. UV-detection at 280 nm.
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With the current trend towards micro-LC–NMR, useful at higher temperatures than in aqueous sys-
with new microprobes for enhanced sensitivity, the tems, with less fear for hydrolysis of the stationary
use of temperature programs with LC–NMR will be phase. The stationary phases can be reversed-phase
examined in the near future. materials or polar sorbents, for solutes which have

With UV-detection and temperature programming, little solubility in aqueous systems. The interactions
baseline problems can occur with some solvents due may be of van der Waals type (on reversed-phase
to temperature-dependent refractive indexes. Of the columns), or of polar type (on normal-phase columns
reversed-phase systems, the effects are small with with polar packings), or there may be no interactions,
methanol and acetonitrile–water mixtures, but larger as in size exclusion chromatography. Size exclusion
with THF–water mixtures [51]. chromatography (SEC) is always done at isothermal

conditions, never with temperature gradients. By
4 .1. Separations in very hot water increasing the temperature from 25 to 1508C in an

SEC-separation of polystyrenes, the column ef-
A special case of high-temperature LC is chroma- ficiency was increased by a factor of 4–6 and the

tography in very hot water [52–61]. The dielectricity analysis time was reduced by a factor of four [66].
constant of water is reduced from 80 at 258C to 35 Temperature programming of polymers in LC has
at 2008C [52], giving the hot water more of the also been named temperature gradient interaction
characteristics of an organic solvent. This allows the chromatography (TGIC), mainly using reversed-
use of the flame ionisation detector [45,55,61,62] and phase columns [67–73], but recently also on silica
offers a completely ‘‘green’’ LC-environment, for columns [74]. Polyisoprenes ofM 2000–200 000w

solutes and stationary phases that are stable in water and polystyrenes ofM 10 000–1 500 000 werew

at high temperatures. Silica-based stationary phases separated by temperature programs from below room
are expected to be rapidly degraded at such high temperature to 708C. The separation mechanism was
temperatures, but in one report with pure water at confirmed to be adsorption, not precipitation–redis-
temperatures up to 1758C, the ODS columns were solution. This normal-phase system provided better
stable over a period of a few weeks [45]. Styrene– overall separation of PI–PS mixtures than the similar
divinylbenzene polymers (PRP-1) were resistant at reversed-phase system with C particles [68]. A18

temperatures up to 2258C [45]. Other resistant van’t Hoff plot of eight polystyrenes of different size
columns are either based on carbon, zirconia or other demonstrate the impact of temperature on polymers
metal oxides. Polybutadiene-coated zirconia has been of different molecular mass (Fig. 9).
reported to be stable up to 2008C [61] in water, A common problem with silica columns is repro-
although recent experiments with repeated tempera- ducibility problems caused by variations in activity,
ture programs at 50–1508C in aqueous phosphate which is why reversed-phase columns often are
solutions have demonstrated some reduction in the preferred.
column efficiency as well as in the retention [63]. With reversed-phase columns, the separations of
The phosphate is added to cover the Lewis acid sites polymers are mainly in accordance with molecular
on the zirconia backbone. In general, however, mass. Since the adsorption enthalpy for each mono-
zirconia-based stationary phases appear to be advan- mer unit of polymers decreases with increasing mass,
tageous for separations in ‘‘superheated’’ water separation of individual compounds becomes in-
[61,64,65]. Since pure water even at temperatures creasingly difficult with increasing mass [74]. Sepa-
approaching 175–2008C has been characterized as a ration of individual oligomers withM up to 10–w

relatively weak eluting solvent [45,58], it is not 20 000 has been demonstrated, such as in the sepa-
likely, however, that the need for organic solvents in ration of polymeric amines in Fig. 10.
LC will disappear in the near future. In a separation of polystyrenes ofM 2000, 5000,w

10 000 and 17 500 on C particles with 10 nm18

4 .2. Separations with non-aqueous systems pores, the four standard samples separated with a
temperature program from 508C to 1408C. At a

Non-aqueous systems have the advantage of being constant temperature of 1308C all the polystyrenes
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of temperature in LC, when even retention mecha-
nisms can be controlled by the temperature.

5 . Temperature and shape selectivity

Shape selectivity applies primarily to isomeric
compounds with rigid, well-defined molecular shape.
Typical examples are PAH, PCB, carotenoids and
fullerenes. In general, the best separations of isomers
are usually performed at reduced temperatures, but
with some exceptions [76]. In a comparison between
solvent and temperature effects, Snyder and Dolan
[77] concluded that about 75% of the isomer pairs
tested were best separated by long solvent gradients
and low temperatures, while most of the remaining
were better separated by long gradients and high

Fig. 9. Van’t Hoff plot of polystyrenes, demonstrating the impact temperatures.
of temperature on the retention of compounds with different The most dramatic temperature effects are with
molecular mass. From Ref. [67], with permission.

temperature-responsive stationary phases with re-
versible hydrophilic–lipophilic conformations. A
well-known example is poly(N-isopropyl-

coeluted (critical conditions), while at a constant acrylamide)-modified silicas [78,79].
temperature of 1408C, the elution order was reversed However, this is considered to be outside the main
with all compounds being excluded from the pores scope of this review and will not be covered in more
[75]. This demonstrates the feasibility of active use detail.

Fig. 10. Separation of Chimassorb 2020, an oligomeric hindered amine light stabilizer with aM up to about 15 000. Column, 0.32 mmw

I.D.335 cm, 3 mm Hypersil ODS, 100 A. Temperature program, 308C for 2 min, then 28C/min to 1408C. Mobile phase, ethyl
acetate–acetonitrile–triethylamine (40:50:10, v /v), 5ml /min. Detector, ELSD. From Ref. [80], with permission.
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6 . Practical implications of high-temperature a very powerful effect particularly on analysis time
LC and selectivity, but also on column efficiency. With

narrow-bore columns the low thermal mass assures
Most implications have already been discussed, rapid response with both temperature steps and

but a few things are left to be mentioned. At high temperature gradients. There are still limitations on
temperatures, close to or above the boiling point of the use of silica-based stationary phases in aqueous
the constituents of the mobile phase, a backpressure media at high temperatures, but more columns which
regulator is needed to avoid boiling within the are resistant towards hydrolysis become available all
column. With the larger size columns this can be a the time.
needle valve. With microbore columns this is just a
narrow-bore outlet tube.

Fundamental studies on temperature effects on R eferences
retention should preferably be performed at constant
pressure, also using a backpressure regulator, since
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